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Introduction to Skin Game
In Skin Game, author Caroline Kettlewell writes about her history as a "cutter," one of what is
estimated to be, in the U.S. alone, as many as two to three million self-injurers-people who
deliberately cut, burn, or otherwise injure themselves for the relief of overwhelming psychological
distress.

"People ask me why, after keeping my history of self-injury a secret for so long, I chose to reveal it in
such a very public way," says Caroline Kettlewell, about her memoir of self-injury, Skin Game.

"There isn't one specific answer to that question. In part, I wanted to write the book because I believed
that my own experience would provide me a means of exploring certain questions or themes that
interest me as a writer. Questions about identity, about how you define your 'self,' how you become
that person you call your self, about whether you can even ever say who is the true self, given that we
all play different roles in different contexts. Also, I am interested in the way that even those closest to
us have secret, inner lives we know nothing about. What do we reveal, what do we conceal, and how
do those choices about revealing and concealing shape our lives?

"I also wanted to write the book because there is a great deal of misunderstanding about self-injury,
about what it is and what it isn't. I wanted readers to understand that even apparently 'normal' people
might be self-injurers-that it could be your sister, your best friend, and your child. I wanted to try to
dispel some myths and misconceptions: that self-injury constitutes a suicidal gesture; that self-injurers
are by definition severely emotionally disturbed; that they are necessarily the product of terrible,
abusive environments; that they are, by the verdict of too many in the counseling/therapeutic
community, 'incurable.'

"When the book first came out, I was terribly apprehensive about what the response would be among
friends, co-workers, family-none of whom had known about my history of self-injury. I was surprised
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and relieved to find that people responded very positively. Many have told me that the emotional
struggles I write about resonated deeply with their own experiences. Beyond the specifics of my
particular circumstances, Skin Game is really a coming-of-age story, and in that context I think it
covers often painfully familiar ground for many readers."

Praise for Skin Game
"Superbly articulated . . . on par with Autobiography of a Face or Girl, Interrupted."
—The Washington Post Book World

"Told with unflinching honesty . . . A sobering, deeply perceptive look at a phenomenon that is
becoming increasingly discussed, one all the more troubling for its secret, solitary perpetration."
—Cleveland Plain Dealer

"A surprisingly warm and lyrical evocation of an incredibly complex struggle for survival."
—San Francisco Chronicle

"Kettlewell has a well-developed sense of humor and irony . . . A gifted writer."
—Richmond Times-Dispatch

"Skillful and engaging . . . Like a good novel, leaves the reader wanting to know more."
—Chicago Tribune

Reading Group Guide Questions
1. An increasing number of intimate memoirs-many on "taboo" or disturbing topics-have appeared in

recent years. Proponents argue that literary memoirs can serve as a powerful means of discussing
universal themes through personal experience. Critics dub the genre "Confessional" and deride it
as symptomatic of a society caught up in uncritical self-absorption. Do you believe there are
subjects too personal to put in a book? What is the value of using literary writing to explore highly
personal experiences?

2. Kettlewell writes, in Chapter 11, "There's probably no critical mass beyond which cutting yourself
would ever seem, to most people, like a reasonable choice." Does she suggest that she believed
cutting was a reasonable choice? Could self-injury be argued to be a rational behavior? Does the
author suggest it is?

3. Tattooing, body piercing, and even scarification and branding, have become fashionable lately.
What is the difference between such body injury in the name of fashion, personal expression, or
group identity, and Kettlewell's self-injury? Is there a difference? If Kettlewell's self-injury is
deemed "dysfunctional" by mental health experts, should tattooing or other body alteration be
thought of in the same way? What about elective plastic surgery?

4. "So when I discovered the razor blade, if you'll believe me, cutting was my gesture of hope," says
Kettlewell. In what way did cutting serve as a "gesture of hope" for the author? Does the author
ultimately view self-injury as self-destructive or beneficial? Or is her verdict more ambivalent?

5. "Anorexia is not for the weak," the author writes in Chapter 17. Why does starving herself make
Kettlewell feel strong? Does our culture place too much value on "self-control"? Many cultural
critics have noted that the standard of female slenderness grows more stringent every year, with
everyone from movie stars to Miss America contestants markedly thinner today than they were 20
years ago. What do you think "thin" stands for in our society? Why is it so valued?
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6. The narrative tone, the "voice" of the book, is often cool, ironic, even humorous-even in the midst
of disturbing and unsettling scenes. What impression does the tone serve to give you of the
narrator? Does the voice heighten or mute the intensity of the cutting scenes?

7. The author never defines a particular "cause" for her history of self-injury, but rather argues that
"some things are too complex to suffer reduction to a simple equation of why/because." Do you
feel that the book serves as a satisfactory explanation of why the author became a cutter? Do you
think the book needs to offer a satisfactory explanation?

8. Kettlewell writes, "Here's the part where I'm supposed to have the big epiphany: some climactic
confrontation, a couple of weepy scenes, and then the tidy wrap-up, the denouement." A number of
recent memoirs express an ironic self-awareness of the "conventions" of memoir-in Kettlewell's
case the conventions of a "recovery" memoir. As you read the book, did you expect the author to
overcome self-injury by the end? Would your response to the book have been different if she
hadn't? Does a memoir such as Kettlewell's have to end on a positive or redeeming note?

9. "Maybe...you have to make your journey and bear its scars," Kettlewell argues. Is Kettlewell
suggesting that there was value in her experience with self-injury? If you could live your own life
over again, are there painful incidents you would willingly relive, or would you choose to avoid
them? Scientific advances hold out the promise of "curing" emotional disorders such as depression
and anxiety. Can you imagine any reasons why a person might choose not to be "cured"?

10. Kettlewell notes at several points in her book that, despite her confused and turmoiled mental state,
from all external appearances she led a "normal" life. Based on the story she tells, would you agree
with her conclusion? If, as in Kettlewell's experience, only one aspect of a person's behavior is
notably "disturbed," would it be correct to call that person mentally ill? Do you believe that
emotional disorders are caused by experience, biology, or both?

11. "Memory is faithless like a cheating lover, telling you what you believe is true," Kettlewell writes.
How reliable is memory? What is the difference between memoir and biography? Between memoir
and literary journalism? Since two different people might have completely different memories of
the same event, what defines "truth" in a memoir? Imagine how the "interrogation" scene in
Chapter 2 might be different if written by one of the teachers present.

12. "We all inevitably present a version of ourselves that is a collection of half-truths and exclusions,"
Kettlewell writes at the end of Chapter 16. Do you believe that is true? Are there thoughts you've
had or facts about yourself that you would never reveal to anyone? Is it ever possible to be
completely honest?

About the Author
As a young girl-smart, creative, well loved by her family-Caroline Kettlewell made a terrible
discovery: The only way to gain relief from her overpowering feelings of self-consciousness,
discomfort, and alienation was to physically hurt herself. She began cutting her arms and legs in fifth
grade, and continued into her twenties. Why would an intelligent young woman resort to such extreme
measures? The first former cutter to tell her own story about living with and overcoming the disorder,
Kettlewell has written an unforgettably poignant and shocking memoir of affliction and survival.
Caroline Kettlewell lives with her husband and their son in Virginia.


